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[1] Tangxing Chen and Lan Chen, you appear for sentence today on charges of 

possession of ephedrine for supply.  The maximum penalty is 14 years’ 

imprisonment.  In your case Tangxing Chen, you pleaded guilty on the morning of 

trial.  Lan Chen, you went to trial and were found guilty by the jury. 

[2] The basis upon which I sentence you today, is that in July of 2015 a 

consignment from China was selected by New Zealand Customs for further 

examination.  It became relatively clear early on that there were some unusual 

aspects in respect of this consignment.  The intended recipient was a company that 

did not exist. 



 

 

[3] On further investigation of the consignment, Customs identified that hidden 

within the base of six pallets on which the packages were contained, was 

69 kilograms of ephedrine.  If sold in one kilogram lots, the ephedrine was valued at 

between $5,520,000 and $8,280,000. 

[4] A controlled delivery was undertaken of the consignment.  As the inquiry 

progressed it became apparent that a number of people had different roles in respect 

of the delivery.  It involved contact with an Australian based person and then another 

person, Mr Hong, who travelled from Australia to New Zealand to receive the 

ephedrine. 

[5] Ultimately the ephedrine came into your possession Mr Tangxing Chen.  You 

met with Mr Hong and then travelled with him to your son’s warehouse.  You ended 

up storing what you thought were the 69 kilograms of ephedrine at your son’s 

premises where they remained there for a number of days.  You then uplifted the 

ephedrine on 24 August and travelled to your daughter’s address where you placed 

the ephedrine in her garage.   

[6] When the police executed warrants on the termination of this controlled 

delivery, Mr Lan Chen you were found to be in the garage where the ephedrine was 

located.  You maintained that apart from looking inside one of the bags, you had no 

involvement with the ephedrine.   

[7] Neither of you has any previous convictions.  Provision of Advice Reports 

have been provided.  Those set out your personal circumstances and I note that there 

is family present in the Court today to provide support for each of you.   

[8] The Crown have filed submissions and Ms Li has spoken to those 

submissions this afternoon.   

[9] Mr Tangxing Chen, the Crown submission is that the starting point for you to 

be between 12 and 13 years’ imprisonment.  It is submitted that the aggravating 

features are that this was premeditated and relatively sophisticated offending.  It was 

well organised offending that involved a number of different players, each having a 



 

 

specific role.  The degree of commerciality is said to be high.  The Crown 

acknowledge that in your circumstances there can be a modest reduction for your 

lack of previous convictions and they submit that the reduction for your guilty plea, 

which came on the morning of trial, should be no more than 10 percent. 

[10] Lan Chen, the Crown submission is for a starting point of between 11 to 

12 years’ imprisonment.  Again a modest reduction for your lack of previous 

convictions and otherwise good character.  The Crown acknowledge that your role 

can justifiably be seen as the less than that of your father.   

[11] Mr Tangxing Chen, on your behalf Mr Bonnar QC submits that the starting 

point should be no more than 10 years, and he does so, by reference to the 

sentencing of Mr Hong who pleaded guilty to the importation of the ephedrine.  He 

notes regarding your personal circumstances that you are 54, that you immigrated to 

New Zealand from China in 2002 together with your wife and children.  That the 

time you have spent in New Zealand you have been fully employed, more recently as 

a self-employed painter.  He submits a reduction for your previous good character 

and lack of previous convictions of between 10 to 15 percent, and 15 percent for the 

guilty plea.  Mr Bonnar QC takes issue with the Crown reduction of 10 percent.  He 

does so on the basis that there were ongoing discussions with the Crown for some 

period of time, and although the plea was made on the morning of trial, given the 

fact that English is not your language, and the involvement, mainly of professional 

witnesses, that your plea did result in a significant saving in terms of Court sitting 

time.   

[12] Regarding the starting point, Mr Bonnar draws some parallels to that of 

Mr Hong and in effect submits that Mr Hong’s role could be seen as being more 

significant than yours.  Mr Hong travelled from Australia, he was involved in having 

the ephedrine delivered to an address that he was staying at, he was involved in the 

unpacking and then the repackaging of the ephedrine before handing it onto yourself.  

Your role he submits can be encapsulated as being a person who received the 

ephedrine from Mr Hong, held it in a warehouse for a number of days before it was 

on delivered to your daughter.  He makes the point that while various amounts of 

cash, and these are some significant amounts, in excess six hundred thousand dollars 



 

 

were located, that you need to be sentenced on the basis of the charge before me set 

out and described in the summary of facts to which you pleaded guilty.   

[13] Lan Chen, on your behalf Ms Sellar points to your lesser role, which is 

acknowledged by the Crown, the fact that you are younger, at the age of 30, a mother 

of three children, aged eight to six and a child coming up to one year old.  Your role 

was to provide the storage but she notes that a large number of items were stored 

within your garage, that your father had access independent of yourself to the garage, 

and he also was storing his own property there.  She notes the offending in the 

context of a familial obligation.  A number of letters have been provided which all 

talk about the role that you have played within the family, more in traditional terms 

of being respectful to your elders and generally in the role of a well motivated 

daughter, wife and mother. 

[14] In sentencing today, I have considered all of these submissions that have been 

made, the written material that has been filed together with the Provision of Advice 

Report and the supporting letters.   

[15] The purposes of sentencing that are relevant today include holding you 

accountable for this offending, denunciation and deterrence are relevant factors as is 

your rehabilitation and reintegration.  As for the principles of sentencing, I need to 

consider the overall gravity of the offending, consistency with appropriate 

sentencing levels for similar offending.  I must impose the least restrictive outcome 

appropriate in the circumstances and I accept that parity is a relevant factor that I 

need to take into account. 

[16] The Court of Appeal in the decision of R v Wallace
1
 identified three 

categories of offending.  Where it is commercial activity on a major scale the starting 

points for principal offenders will be in excess of eight years of imprisonment and up 

to 14 years in bad cases.  What is required to be considered is the role that each of 

you has played in the offending. 

                                                 
1
 R v Wallace [1983] NZLR 758 (CA) 



 

 

[17] In Mr Hong’s case, he was in my view involved at a similar level to you 

Mr Tangxing Chen.  He was part of the chain of those who were involved in 

receiving and storing the ephedrine.  You effectively were involved in the same role.  

You were in possession of it for some three to four days before it was passed on to 

your daughter. 

[18] In my view, there is nothing that distinguishes your role from that of 

Mr Hong and I adopt a starting point of 10 years’ imprisonment. 

[19] In cases of drug dealing of this type, personal factors have a limited role 

although they still allow for a reduction of that starting point. In your case I reduce 

the starting point by 10 percent, or 12 months, which reflects your previous good 

character including the fact that you have been in full-time employment since your 

arrival in New Zealand.  I also take a further four months off for the restricted bail 

conditions.  That gets me to 104 months.   

[20] I give you credit for your plea of guilty.  I have taken into account the 

submissions made Mr Bonnar QC as to the work that was going on regarding your 

plea, and although it was made on the morning of trial, I am prepared to give credit 

at the upper end of the range that is available, and that will be a reduction of 16 

months.  The end sentence is therefore seven years and four months imprisonment. 

[21] Lan Chen, as I have noted the Crown accept that your role was somewhat 

less.  The starting point I adopt given the role that you played is one of eight years 

and six months’ imprisonment.  You are entitled to a modest reduction for your prior 

good character and that will be one of 12 months.  I have also taken into account the 

difficulty that will arise given your limited English.  The end sentence for you is one 

of seven years and six months’ imprisonment.   

[22] I have considered whether a minimum period of imprisonment should be 

imposed.  In each case you are first offenders.  The role that you have played has not  

  



 

 

been that of the mastermind or as an organiser.  The level of culpability is somewhat 

lower than that.  In those circumstances there would be no minimum period of 

imprisonment. 

 

 

 

 

 

J Bergseng 

District Court Judge 


